Some of it.

Absolutely!

Let us know a funny proverb in your language at communications@cirse.org!

Get to know some of the funnier aspects of the many languages spoken by our members in our new segment, where we take a proverb from somewhere in the world and translate it word for word.

Was the content of this newsletter relevant to you?

If you would like to share interesting news about your institution, research project or interventional radiology in general, let us know at communications@cirse.org!

Libratory speaking - Annex

"Olé, mi casa es tu casa" is what a Spanish person might say when they're not feeling well.

Libratory speaking - More

"Dnes se necítím ve své kůži’ is what a Czech person might say when they're not feeling well.

Is it possible to translate the language used in the newsletter to English?

Yes, I can help with that. Please provide the text you'd like translated to English.